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GENERAL OBJECTIVES 

• Vine disease is a major risk for viticulture, involving economic loss, yield 

quality reduction and environmental impact when using chemicals treatments. 

• MERIAVINO project advocates a multidisciplinary approach, which is based on 

several scientific fields to address the problem of disease and yield estimation in 

vineyard.

• The environment parameters are used for the vines disease identification for 

prevention and control the plant growth.

• The proposed multi-scale methodology consists of inter-combining and 

implementing IoT, remote sensing and big data in order to interconnect the 

vineyard parcels, as well as to develop a non-invasive, eco-friendly and low-cost 

technology for vine disease detection/warning.



MAIN HYPOTHESIS

• Multiscale sensing approach and heterogeneous data from vineyards in different 

countries will enable to develop robust decision tools based on AI through:

• H1: Intelligent acquisition methods and processing of Big Data by using 

dedicated software towards improving production efficiency and operating costs.

• H2: Machine Learning approach for finding data patterns enables earlier 

detection of the vine diseases, and the estimation of yield quality and quantity.

• H3: Earlier disease detection will help winegrowers to reduce phytosanitary

chemicals.



SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

Big Data analysis to identify and prevent the vine disease 

Data storage in FOG and cloud 

IoT system design and implementation to detect the vine disease

The objective is to supervise daily processes using multi-sensing and Agriculture

Internet of Things (AIoT) devices in order to interconnect the vineyard parcels, as well

as to develop a non-invasive, eco-friendly and low-cost technology for vineyard

monitoring, allowing high precision analysis.



• The aim is to identify the vine disease and prevent them in three untreated plots of Murfatlar

vineyard using intelligent sensors. 

• For the assessment of diseases, weekly observations were carried out on the installment of the 

following diseases:

• Downy mildew – Plasmopara viticola

• Powdery mildew – Uncinula necator

• Gray rot – Botrytis cinerea

• In the first stage of the experimental part we implement a standard sensors kits based on the IoT

technology and the results are  compared with data acquired with the classical method. 

• In order to extend the number of parameters measured and acquired from the vineyard it is 

developed a second network, consisting of two Nodes sending data to the FOG/cloud. 

THE EXPERIMENTAL 
DESCRIPTION



IMPLEMENTATION

Fig.1.Three Murfatlar plots with 

Cabernet Sauvignon and Sauvignon 

Blanc

Fig. 2. Data communication 



CLASICAL METHODS
SVM MURFATLAR

• An agronomic protocol is elaborated by SVM Murfatlar in order to gather

information on the health of the grapevine, which included disease monitoring

and plant physiology determinations, namely stomatal conductance and leaf

relative chlorophyll content.

• A Steady state porometer is used to determine the stomatal conductance and a

SPAD 502 Plus chlorophyll meter is used to perform the chlorophyll

measurements.

• The measurements are achived on 10 leaves are analyzed, measuring values on

10 distinct points for each of them.

• The data collected with classical methods are compared with sensors data.



oImages will be taken with a

digital camera (Sony DSC-

P200, 7.2 megapixels);

oautomatic image analysis

using the CellC cell counting

software and the Image J

software for cell size
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STANDARD IOT SYSTEM
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

•The first IoT systems are implemented to Murfatlar vineyard 

in April 2021

•The kit IoT (by ICT International +cloud AZURE)

•The standard kit contains the following sensors: air 

temperature and humidity sensor; solar radiation sensor; 

leaf humidity sensor; sap flow meter; soil temperature 

and humidity sensor; soil oxygen sensor. 



STANDARD IOT SYSTEM

Fig. 3. Data Sensors transmission Fig. 4. IoT sensors kit



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION-CLOUD AZURE

Fig.5. Data representation on the cloud AZURE



Node Sensor Measured parameter Con-nec-tivity Units Accuracy

1 TEROS-12
soil moisture, temperature and electrical 

conductivity
SDI-12 m3/m3, oC, mS/cm

3 %

1 SQ-521 photosynthetically active radiation SDI-12 µmol m-2 s-1 5 %

1 SO-411 soil oxygen SDI-12 % 3 %

1 SP-421 solar irradiance SDI-12 W/m2 3 %

1 ATMOS-41

solar irradiance, precipitation, lightning 

strike, wind speed, gust and direction, 

barometric pressure, vapor pressure, 

relative humidity, air temperature

SDI-12

W/m2, mm, strikes, 

m/s, m/s, degrees, 

kPa, kPa, %, oC
5 %

1 NPK

soil pH, soil temperature, soil humidity, 

soil nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium 

content

CAN Bus pH, oC, %, mg/Kg 2 %

1 PHYTOS-31 leaf humidity analog voltage % unstated

2 MLX 90614 infrared temperature I2C oC 0.5 oC

2 BME 680

volatile organic compounds (VOC), 

relative humidity, air temperature, 

barometric pressure

I2C/SPI ppm, %, oC, kPa

15 %

2 DS18B20 soil temperature at 5 different depths 1-Wire oC 0.5 %

2 SCD30 carbon dioxide (CO2) I2C ppm 3 %

2 Rain drops grid rain drops analog voltage %
unstated

2
Capaci-tive soil moisture 

sensor
soil moisture analog voltage %

unstated

2 AS7265x leaf color (spectroscopy) I2C 12 %

IOT SYSTEM DEVELOPED IN CMU 
LABORATORY





IOT SYSTEM DEVELOPED IN CMU 
LABORATORY

Fig.7. The IoT system block 

diagram implemented in 

laboratory

Fig.6. Gatway implemented in 

laboratory



IOT SYSTEM IMPLEMENTENTED ON THE 
MURFATLAR VINEYARD 03.08.2022 



DATA ANALYSIS

• The data storage from the sensors are analyzed for features 

extraction and prediction algorithms

• The data are processed in Python programming language, using 

open source Colaboratory development environment and Anaconda 

• TensorFlow software is used to analyses data for predictions.



Figure 9. The correlation of mean data 

for each day in the period 7 June-20 

October 2021

Figure 14. The evolution of the sap 

flow according to the soil humidity in 

vegetation period

Figure 15. The evolution of 

the sap flow according to 

the soil oxygen during the 

vegetation period

-Leaf symptoms are most often influenced by 

air temperature and humidity.

- There are no large variations of oxygen in the soil which

does not influence the behavior of the sap.



• The phytopathological condition of the plant can all be detected in the leaf by the appearance of 

visible symptoms in the form of spots, discoloration. 

• Deep learning techniques develop solution in various computer vision problems, which inspires 

us to use them to vine diseases identification task. These methods and systems to prevent plant 

diseases are very topical in order to reduce the work of farmers. 

• Deep learning methods are designed in images processing to identify spots on leaves. 

• The shape of the leaf is useful for identifying the vine species. After the images processing 

results are compared the methods with the performance are saved for the next analysis. The 

processing is performed in the Tensorflow programming environment in order to implement an 

automatic vine analysis system. 



INTRODUCTION

• Our Model made for image recognition of the leaves diseases and grapes variety  



TRANSFER LEARNING AND FINE-TUNING
• Fast way to create high accuracy models with less expensive computation and even less 

time. Resnet152v2

EffectivenetB0



INTRODUCTION

• Cloud computing for Vineyard applications

• FOG speedup data transmission between IoT Things and Cloud Server

• Data caching using FOG

• Installing FOG near Cloud Border



FOG ARCHITECTURE

• FOG is receiving data from IoT Things

• It caching received data

• Made primary analysis on data

• And push them to the IoT Cloud Server



FOG HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION



FOG HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION



FOG SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

• fog-receiver

reads data from gateway and caching them locally



FOG SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

• fog-receiver



FOG SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

• fog-receiver

Cached data



FOG SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

• fog-provisioner

data will pe pushed, at regular time intervals, to Cloud Server



FOG SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

• fog-provisioner



CLOUD SERVER BIGDATA STORAGE

Data are stored in a MySQL database



CONCLUSIONS

• The goal of the research is to reduce economic loss of quantity and the environmental impact using 

various sensors

• The testing activities carried out allowed the optimization of the solution. Currently, the system is still 

in the monitoring phase, to obtain more data and allow their analysis.

• The artificial intelligence (AI) with machine learning (ML) methods will be combined along with the 

development of sensors for effective vineyard monitoring.

• The first tests of data collected of the standard IoT system are developed

• The IoT kit system is a references for the new IoT developed in the laboratory

• The new IoT system collect more data parameters from the environment at the small cost

• The next step is to develop the new algorithms for disease identification and data partner 

correlation
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